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Abstract— In this work, we present a semantic situation
awareness system for multirotor aerial robots equipped with
a 2D LIDAR sensor, focusing on the understanding of the envi-
ronment, provided to have a drift-free precise localization of the
robot (e.g. given by GNSS/INS or motion capture system). Our
algorithm generates in real-time a semantic map of the objects
of the environment as a list of ellipses represented by their radii,
and their pose and velocity, both in world coordinates. Two
different Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures
are proposed and trained using an artificially generated dataset
and a custom loss function, to detect ellipses in a segmented
(i.e. with one single object) LIDAR measurement. In cascade, a
specifically designed indirect-EKF estimates the ellipses based
semantic map in world coordinates, as well as their velocity. We
have quantitative and qualitatively evaluated the performance
of our proposed situation awareness system. Two sets of
Software-In-The-Loop simulations using CoppeliaSim with one
and multiple static and moving cylindrical objects are used
to evaluate the accuracy and performance of our algorithm. In
addition, we have demonstrated the robustness of our proposed
algorithm when handling real environments thanks to real
laboratory experiments with non-cylindrical static (i.e. a barrel)
objects and moving persons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acquiring a complete situational awareness of the sur-
roundings is an essential capability to facilitate the reasoning,
needed by any mobile robotic system, concretely multirotor
aerial robots equipped with a 2D LIDAR sensor (see Fig. 1).
Some works, [1], [2], elude this complex task by feeding
their planning and control algorithms with the raw measure-
ments of the LIDAR, generating a reactive behavior, which
is prone to fall on inefficient or blocking situations. On the
other hand, deliberative approaches, [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
present an optimum behavior, with the requirement of the
knowledge of the environment.
The geometric representation of the environment can be
done by using point clouds, [3]; grid maps, [4], or geometric
shapes, [5], [6], [7]. While the first two approaches are
mainly used for static environments with a limited number
of moving objects, the later is well suited to handle dynamic
complex environments. Moreover, to facilitate the reasoning,
the situational information of the surroundings must include,
not only the geometrical features of the environment (i.e.
overall location of the objects) but also other useful details
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Fig. 1. Lab experiment with one static object (i.e. blue barrel) and two
moving persons.
such as the semantic information of every object (e.g. type
or shape) or their dynamic features (e.g. velocity).
In this paper, we focus on building a semantic map of the
environment with dynamic information, capable of handling
dynamic complex environments, for multirotor aerial robots
equipped with a 2D LIDAR sensor, as well as, a localization
component providing an accurate drift-free estimation of the
pose of the robot with respect to the world reference frame
(e.g. GNSS/INS or motion capture system). We limit the
semantic representation of the objects to their geometric
shapes, concretely to elliptical shapes. In our approach, we
combine classic filtering-based mapping techniques adapted
to handle such semantic representation of the environment,
with cutting edge deep neural network techniques to detect
geometric shapes on 2D LIDAR data.
A. Problem formulation and hypothesis
In this work, we assume that the environment is composed
only by objects with an approximate ellipse-base cylindrical
shape, moving in the horizontal plane. The movement of the
aerial robot is constrained to the horizontal plane, without
any change in its flight altitude, which is a requirement
in multiple applications (e.g. inspection of crop trees for
precision agriculture).
The goal of this work is to compute in real-time a semantic
map of the objects of the environment by using the measure-
ments given by the LIDAR sensor, as well as, the localization
of the aerial robot. The semantic map is described as a list
of ellipses with a unique identifier, represented by their radii,
their pose (position and orientation) and their velocity (linear
and angular), both in world coordinates.
B. Contributions and outline
This paper presents our latest advances in semantic situa-
tion awareness using deep learning techniques for multirotor
aerial robots equipped with a 2D LIDAR sensor. In our previ-
ous work, [8], we built a semantic map of the environment as
a list of circles, while in this work, we use a more complex
conic section, the ellipse, to represent in a more rich and
accurate way, the objects existing in the environment.
The first contribution is a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) based ellipse detector, which takes as input, a seg-
mented (i.e. with one single object) LIDAR measurement,
generating as output, the parameters that describe the de-
tected ellipse, in sensor coordinates. Two different CNN
architectures, inspired from the image recognition field, have
been designed. We have trained them using an artificially
generated dataset and a custom loss function.
As the second contribution, using the detected ellipses, we
propose an indirect-EKF (that uses quaternions to represent
the orientation) to estimate the semantic map of the environ-
ment as a list of ellipses in world coordinates, including an
estimation of their velocities (both linear and angular).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Sect. II we review the related works. Sect. III introduces
some essential concepts used in our work, presenting after-
ward, the overall proposed environment situation awareness
architecture. In Sect. IV, we describe our machine learning
based ellipse detector, while in Sect. V we detail our indirect-
EKF based semantic ellipse mapping. A thoroughful evalu-
ation of our proposed semantic situation awareness system
is carried out in Sect. VI. Finally, Sect. VII concludes the
paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Semantic situation awareness using LIDAR point clouds
Very little works can be found related to semantic sit-
uation awareness using LIDAR point clouds or multirotor
aerial robots equipped with a 2D LIDAR, being this field
monopolized by ground robots and autonomous vehicles. [9]
presents a good attempt to build a 2D map that consists
of three kinds of geometric primitives (i.e. lines, circles,
and ellipses), using 2D LIDAR data. The measured point
cloud, converted to Cartesian coordinates, is processed using
classic techniques (i.e. not machine learning), to obtain and
then map the geometric shapes. It has a limited performance
when computing circles and ellipses, being unable to handle
dynamic environments. [10] uses exclusively segments as
geometric shapes computed using classic techniques, given
a 2D LIDAR point cloud in Cartesian coordinates, focusing
on handling moving obstacles. [11] presents a solution for
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) combining
detection and tracking of moving objects using 2D LIDAR
point clouds in Cartesian coordinates. The moving objects
are simply segmented from the point cloud without providing
any semantic or geometric information. People are detected
and tracked with the help of a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) trained with 2D point clouds in Cartesian coordinates
in [12]. [13] uses a 3D LIDAR to carry out a SLAM, building
a 3D map that consists of static geometric shapes using 2D
geometric features (i.e. lines, rectangles, and circles), being
unable to track moving objects. When provided a whole 3D
point cloud map, [14] provides semantic labeling of these
points by using a CNN. Regarding vehicle detection, [15]
uses a single measurement of a 3D LIDAR as a spherical
2D plane image, to feed a CNN algorithm, whereas [16]
requires the measurement to be a bids view in Cartesian
coordinates. [17] provides by means of a CNN, not only the
semantic information of the vehicles but also the estimate of
their dynamic features by using two consecutive 3D point
clouds as spherical 2D plane images.
B. Ellipse detection
The problem of ellipse detection (also known as ellipse
fitting), is a deeply researched topic, that consists of com-
puting the parameters of an ellipse, given a set of coplanar
points. Ellipse fitting algorithms can be classified into three
categories: clustering techniques [18], [19], least-squares
algorithms, [20], [21], and machine learning based methods,
[22]. While the first two classic methods heavily rely on
geometric or algebraic properties of the ellipse, the later is
based on learning using artificial neural networks. Machine
learning techniques are more flexible than classic methods
and can be adapted to other geometric shapes at the cost
of having a labeled dataset, but more importantly, they are
capable to implicitly (i.e. without any further design action)
learn how the sensor acquires the measurements, improving,
therefore, their performance. Since some work has been
carried out on machine learning-based ellipse fitting for
images, [22], there is a very limited work regarding 2D
LIDAR measurements.
III. SEMANTIC SITUATION AWARENESS OF THE
ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we first introduce some essential concepts
used in our work, and then we describe the overall proposed
environment situation awareness architecture.
A. LIDAR sensor measurement
One single measurement of a 2D LIDAR sensor, z, is a
point cloud in R2 represented in polar coordinates:
zL = {[αi, ρi]}, ∀i
being ρi the distance between the measured point of the
environment and the sensor, corresponding to the angular
coordinate with respect to the sensor frame, αi.
The dimension of the point cloud is characterized by the
angular resolution, δα, of the sensor, and its angular range,
[αmin, αmax]. In case of no physical point in the environ-
ment within the linear range of the sensor, [ρmin, ρmax],
for a particular angular coordinate, αi, then, the measured
distance is set to an out-of-range value (i.e. ρi = NaN).
Our 2D LIDAR sensor, described in Sect. VI-B, provides,
when taking advantage of its full angular range, a point cloud
measurement with 1081 points.
B. Geometric shape: ellipse
Ellipses are 2D conic sections considered as the gener-
alization of a circle. We define a reference frame rigidly
attached to the ellipse, E, which origin is located in the
center point of the ellipse, and its x-, and y-axis is aligned
with the x-, and y-axis of the ellipse, respectively. An
ellipse in a 2D environment is represented, with respect
to an arbitrarily defined parent reference frame B, by the









; (2) the orientation of its x-axis, ψBE ; and
(3) its two radii, r = [rx, ry].
The aforementioned definition of the ellipse is not unique,
since there exist four different values of the previously
defined set of parameters that represent the same ellipse
shape. Enforcing rx to be the largest axis of the ellipse,
i.e. rx ≥ ry , reduces to two, the number of cases, as
can be visualized in Fig. 2. Unfortunately, if no additional
information about the absolute orientation of the ellipse is
available, we cannot uniquely determine the orientation of
the ellipse. In the case that there is no additional information
available about the orientation of the ellipse, we enforce its




























Fig. 2. Ellipse representation in 2D using the five parameters: (1) the






; (2) the orientation of its x-axis,
ψBE ; and (3) its two radii, r = [rx, ry ].
C. ENVIRONMENT SITUATION AWARENESS ARCHITEC-
TURE
Our proposed environment situation awareness is an adap-
tation of the one presented in our previous work [8], and it
is formed by the five components shown in Fig. 3. It takes
two inputs: (1) the measurements given by a 2D LIDAR
sensor, and (2) the existing information of the pose of the
aerial robot. It generates as output, a semantic map of the
environment as a list of ellipses with their velocity estimates.
The first three components are extracted from our previous
work [8]. They preprocess and segments the input raw
LIDAR measurement, generating a filtered and horizontally
projected set of point clouds in polar coordinates (similar to
the one taken as input), with one single object per cluster.
The last two components of the architecture are the two main
contributions of this paper, and are presented in Sections IV
and V, respectively.
IV. MACHINE LEARNING BASED ELLIPSE
DETECTION
The ellipse detector presented in this section computes
the parameters of one single ellipse using the previously
segmented LIDAR measurement point cloud with 1081
points. Consequently, the output of this component are the
parameters of the computed ellipse (see Sect. III-B), i.e. its
radii, r = [rx, ry], and its pose (position and orientation)









ψBE , respectively. These parameters are gathered as a vector
of dimension 5. It is important to highlight that the radii can
only take a positive real value (i.e. r ∈ R2≥0).
This component consists of a Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) described in Sect. IV-A. We define a custom
loss function (see Sect. IV-B) that is used to train our artificial
neural network (Sect. IV-D) using a synthetically generated
dataset (see Sect. IV-C).
We gather in a vector of dimension 1081 all the distances,
ρi, of the segmented point cloud measurement, and we
preprocess it as follows before feeding it to our CNN: First
of all, the out-of-range values (i.e. zi = NaN) are replaced
by a real number that is numerically treatable. We chose
the number 0, since it is convolution neutral. Second, the
input data is normalized in the range of [0, 1], based on
the normalization parameters calculated during the training
stage.
A. CNN architectures
We propose two different CNN architectures, inspired
from the image recognition field: Alex-Net [23], and VGG-
Net [24]. Despite having been introduced some years ago,
these two very well-known CNN architectures are still a very
popular choice in multiple applications [25].
Unlike the original counterparts, our ellipse detector is
used for regression, where it has to predict the values of the
parameters of the ellipse. The output layer uses the linear
activation function for both the position and the orientation
of the ellipse, but a ReLu activation for the radii, since the
latter can only take a positive real value.
1) Alex-Net: We propose the CNN architecture presented
in Table I, inspired from Alex-Net [23]. Our architecture
encompasses six 1-dimensional convolutional layers, three
1-dimensional max polling layers, and two fully connected
layers, having a total of 1, 814, 105 trainable parameters.
2) VGG-Net: Our VGG-Net [24] inspired CNN architec-
ture is presented in Table II. It has twelve 1-dimensional
convolutional layers, and three fully connected layers, having
a total of 1, 846, 505 trainable parameters.
B. Loss function
Comparing ellipses using well-known loss functions such
as the mean squared error (MSE) or the mean absolute error
(MAE), might lead to poor results because of the fact of mix-
ing the five parameters with a very different nature that define
an ellipse (i.e. position, orientation, and radii). To overcome
this limitation, we have defined a custom loss function with
geometric meaning, considering the four characteristic points
Fig. 3. Architecture of our proposed environment situation awareness. Adaptation of [8].
TABLE I
ARCHITECTURE OF OUR ALEX-NET CNN FOR THE ELLIPSE DETECTOR.
Type Description
Input Dim=1081
Conv1D Filt=50, KerSi=7, Str=1, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=50, KerSi=7, Str=1, Act=ReLu
MaxPool1D Pool=2
Conv1D Filt=100, KerSi=7, Str=1, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=100, KerSi=7, Str=1, Act=ReLu
MaxPool1D Pool=2
Conv1D Filt=100, KerSi=7, Str=1, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=100, KerSi=7, Str=1, Act=ReLu
MaxPool1D Pool=2
FC Neur=125, Act=ReLu
FC Neur=2, Act=Lin Neur=1, Act=Lin Neur=2, Act=ReLu
Output tSE , Dim=2 ψ
S
E , Dim=1 r, Dim=2
TABLE II
ARCHITECTURE OF OUR VGG-NET CNN FOR THE ELLIPSE DETECTOR.
Type Description
Input Dim=1081
Conv1D Filt=25, KerSi=3, Str=1, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=25, KerSi=3, Str=2, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=50, KerSi=3, Str=1, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=50, KerSi=3, Str=2, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=100, KerSi=3, Str=1, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=100, KerSi=3, Str=2, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=150, KerSi=3, Str=1, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=150, KerSi=3, Str=2, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=200, KerSi=3, Str=1, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=200, KerSi=3, Str=2, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=250, KerSi=3, Str=1, Act=ReLu
Conv1D Filt=250, KerSi=3, Str=2, Act=ReLu
FC Neur=250, Act=ReLu
FC Neur=250, Act=ReLu
FC Neur=2, Act=Lin Neur=1, Act=Lin Neur=2, Act=ReLu
Output tSE , Dim=2 ψ
S
E , Dim=1 r, Dim=2
depicted in Fig. 4, as the intersection between the principal
axes of the ellipse and the ellipse surface. Our loss function
computes, the mean of the mean Euclidean norm of the
difference between these four characteristic points, Pj , of













where tPj,k are the coordinates of the characteristic point
Pj,k in coordinates of a parent frame.
C. Dataset generation
Using MATLAB, we have generated a synthetic dataset
consisting of 4, 000, 000 data, formed by the noisy simulated

















Fig. 4. Characteristic points used on our custom ellipse loss function.
We have simulated individual ellipses with their center
randomly placed all over the range of our LIDAR sensor,







Their large radius (i.e. rx) has been randomly selected from
the interval [0.05, 0.5] meters, while their small radius (i.e.
ry) has been randomly drawn from the interval [0.05, rx]
meters. We have used continuous uniform distribution func-
tions for the random selection of the aforementioned param-
eters of the ellipses. Our simulator reproduces our LIDAR
sensor by generating the point cloud measurements associ-
ated with these ellipses and adds to the distance value of the
point cloud, a Gaussian noise with a mean equal to 0 and
a standard deviation of 0.01. Measurements partially laying
outside the range of our sensor, or point cloud measurements
with less than 5 points have been discarded.
D. Training
To train the proposed CNN, we have randomly split the




Usage Percentage # of data
Training 70% 2, 800, 000
Validation 15% 600, 000
Test 15% 600, 000
Dataset 100% 4, 000, 000
The training dataset has been used to first calculate the
normalization parameters, and then to compute the parame-
ters of the proposed CNN (i.e. train the CNN), checking its
performance in every epoch of the training using the valida-
tion data. The test dataset has been only used to evaluate the
overall performance of the CNN after the training.
We have trained both of the proposed CNNs during 200
epochs using the Adam optimizer [26], with the default
parameters (learning rate equals to 0.0001). Fig. 5 plots
the value of our custom loss function of the training and
validation data during the training of the proposed CNN
architectures.


























Fig. 5. Loss function value during the training of the proposed CNNs.
The performance of the two proposed CNN architectures
of the ellipse detector has been evaluated using the dataset,
obtaining the results presented in Table IV.
TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF THE CNN ARCHITECTURES ON THE DATASET.
CNN Alex-Net VGG-Net
Data Loss MSE MAE Loss MSE MAE
Training 0.01563 0.00714 0.01396 0.01285 0.00273 0.01082
Validation 0.01679 0.00849 0.01520 0.01407 0.00451 0.01213
Test 0.01695 0.00874 0.01528 0.01408 0.00445 0.01214
E. Discussion
Analyzing Table IV, we can see that in the case of
the VGG-Net, the loss function value is close to 1.4 cm.,
while in the case of the Alex-Net is slightly lower than 1.7
cm. Therefore, we can extract that, as expected, that the
performance of the VGG-Net inspired CNN architecture is
slightly better (around 14%) than the Alex-Net counterpart.
It is worth to remember that our LIDAR measurements have
been generated, including a Gaussian noise with a standard
deviation equals to 1 cm., therefore, we can conclude that
both proposed CNNs are able to filter the noise, generating
an accurate estimate of the ellipse parameters.
Despite having a similar number of parameters (around 1.8
million), the VGG-Net is deeper than the Alex-Net (15 layers
vs. 11 layers), which is translated into a larger computational
cost. Therefore, if our computational resources are really
limited, we propose to use our Alex-Net architecture at the
cost of lower precision, and the VGG-Net architecture in
another case.
V. SEMANTIC ELLIPSE MAPPING
This component creates a semantic map of the environ-
ment as a list of ellipses with a unique identifier, containing,
their radii, together with their pose (position and orientation)
and velocity (linear and angular), both in world coordinates.
It uses the information of the pose of the robot in world
coordinates, provided by the localization component, and the
list of previously detected ellipses.
The algorithm is based on an indirect (also called error-
state) extended Kalman filter (EKF), [27], with mapping
capabilities. We use the indirect formulation (vs. direct)
to improve its performance when working with angular
variables (i.e. orientations). All the noises are assumed to
follow a Gaussian distribution.
Similarly than in our previous work [8], this component is
implemented to follow an asynchronous operation, where the
state of the map elements is updated asynchronously when a
measurement is received, and the state of the map elements
is published on-demand (e.g. when requested by an eventual
controller or planner, or synchronously at a certain rate).
We use simplified unit quaternions q̄ = [qw, qz]
T
=[




to compactly represent orientations in the
SO(2) space. All the angles are therefore transformed into
quaternions (including the measurements given by the ellipse
detector presented in Sect. IV).
We use a local perturbation model to decompose the true
value, νt, of the magnitude, ν, into its nominal value, ν̆,
and its incremental value, δν, as νt = ν̆ ⊕ δν. For all
the magnitudes involved in our problem, except for the
orientations, the dimension of the nominal value and the
incremental value is always the same, and the operation
⊕ is simply a vectorial addition, resulting νt = ν̆ + δν.
For the special case of orientations, we need to use the




, to reduce the
dimensionality of the problem in the incremental formulation
as follows:







being ⊗ the quaternion product operation.
The definitions and models of this component are pre-
sented in sections V-A and V-B, respectively. For brevity,
only the true-value definitions and models are specified.
The reader is referred to our previous work [8] to have the
details regarding the different stages and general equations
of the implemented indirect EKF. Some particularities that
differ from our previous work, are presented in Sect. V-C.
In the remainder of the section, we use the following
nomenclature, being α a true value variable, α̂ an estimated
variable, α̌ an input variable, and α̃ a measurement variable.
A. Definitions
1) State definition: The full state is formed by the com-
bination of the state of the robot, xR, and the state of all the
map elements, xMi .








where tWR and q̄
W
R are, respectively, the position and the
orientation of the robot in the world frame.













where tWMi and q̄
W
Mi
is the pose (position and orientation) of




(linear and angular) of the ellipse in the world frame; and
ri are the radii of the ellipse.
2) Inputs definition: We consider as inputs, ǔ, the pose











where ťWR and ˇ̄q
W
R are the position and the orientation
of the robot in the world frame given by the localization
component.
The reader must note that we use the information given
by the localization component as inputs instead of as mea-
surements, as our goal is the estimation of the map elements
of the environment and not the localization of the robot.
3) Measurements definition: We consider as measure-















Mi is the measured pose (position and
orientation) of the ellipse in the sensor frame, and r̃i is the
measured radii of the ellipse.
B. Models
1) Process model: The true-value process model, x(k) =
f(x(k−1), ǔ(k−1)), is decoupled into the robot model and
every individual map element model.
The robot process model is given by:
xR(k) = ǔR(k − 1) (7)
The map element process model is given by:
tWMi(k) = t
W
Mi(k − 1) + ∆t · v
W
Mi(k − 1) (8)
vWMi(k) = v
W









Mi(k − 1) + nfw (11)
ri(k) = ri(k − 1) (12)

















(k − 1); and nfv and nfw are the noises of the robot
process model associated with the velocity both linear and
angular, respectively. The noises nfv and nfw , are added
to take into account the fact that the map elements are
not always moving at a constant velocity or in a constant
direction.
2) Measurement model: The measurement model, z̃(k) =
h(x(k)), is decoupled for every individual map element,


























)∗ ⊗ (q̄WR )∗ ⊗ q̄WMi ⊗ q̄nhψ (14)
r̃i = ri + nhr (15)
where RWR is the rotation matrix of the attitude of the
robot in the world frame, calculated using the simplified




S represents the calibrated pose
(translation and orientation) of the sensor in the robot











; and nht , nhψ , and nhr are
the measurement noises.
3) Mapping model: The mapping model, x′(k) =
g (x(k), z̃(k)), depends only on the robot state and every
individual unassociated measurements, generating a new map












vWMi = 02×1 + ngv (17)
q̄WMi = q̄
W





Mi = 0 + ngw (19)
ri = r̃i (20)
where ngv and ngw are the mapping noise associated with the
estimation of the velocity of the ellipse in the world frame,
as it cannot be directly observed from the measurement.
C. Stages: Considerations
As presented in Sect. III-B, the same elliptical shape can
represent two different ellipses with different orientations
(see Fig. 2). Our ellipse detector is therefore unable to
determine the measured absolute orientation of the ellipse,
which can only be recovered by taking into consideration
our available environment map. This fact needs to be im-
plemented in our algorithm, concretely when carrying out
the data association between the predicted measurements and
the actual measurements. The actual measurement candidate
may need to be rotated π radians according to the predicted
measurement candidate in a way that the orientation differ-
ence is lower than π radians. In the case of an association is
found, the rotated measurement is used in the update stage.
In the case that the measurement has not been successfully
associated with any map element, the measurement with an







VI. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
A. Evaluation methodology
The validation of the proposed environment situation
awareness is done considering three different aspects: ac-
curacy, performance, and robustness.
In Sect. VI-C we use our synthetic dataset presented in
Sect. IV-C to compare the accuracy of our ellipse detector
with other ellipse detection algorithms. In Sect. VI-D, we
deeply evaluate thanks to a simulator, the accuracy and
performance of the proposed system when it is facing an
environment with ellipsoidal cylinders. Finally, in Sect. VI-
E we evaluate the robustness of the proposed system in a real
environment that is populated with objects without a perfect
elliptical shape.
B. Experimental setup
All the components presented on this work have been
implemented as ROS nodes [28] programmed in C++, except
the ellipse detector that has been implemented with Python.
They are all executed on a consumer Laptop running Ubuntu
18.04. We have implemented our CNN using Keras [29]
running on top of TensorFlow [30]. We select our proposed
VGG-Net architecture for the ellipse detector.
Our aerial platform is a DJI Matrice 1002 quadrotor,
equipped with a Hokuyo UTM 30LX3 LIDAR mounted
onboard the aerial platform in a calibrated location. This
LIDAR has an angular range of 270◦ with an angular
resolution of 0.25◦, i.e. 1081 points. Its linear range goes
from 0.1 m. to 30 m., although we have limited it to 10 m
and its measurement rate is set to 20 Hz.
We have simulated our aerial platform and LIDAR sensor
in an environment populated with several static and moving
ellipsoidal cylinders using the CoppeliaSim simulator (see
Fig. 6). The simulator is integrated with the proposed com-
ponents with a Software-In-The-Loop (SITL) methodology
to carry out the simulated evaluation presented in Sect. VI-D.
Fig. 6. Scene used in our Coppeliasim simulation with both static and
moving elliptical cylinders.
For the experimental results presented in Section VI-E,
we command our real aerial robot to hover inside our flying
arena (see Fig. 1). Our range limiter restricts the operation
volume of our flight arena to a cube of x: −2.5 m. to
2.5 m., y: −3 m. to 3 m., and z: 0.1 m. to 5 m. We
use as the robot localization component the multi-sensor




pose measurements provided by an Optitrack motion capture
system. Two moving persons and a quasi-cylindrical (i.e.
barrel) static object are used as the existing objects of the
environment.
C. Dataset results
We compare the accuracy of our ellipse detector with two
other ellipse detection algorithms using our synthetic dataset
(see Sect. IV-C). The results are presented in Table V. Some
examples are displayed in Fig. 7.
The first baseline detector is a Least Squares (LS) algo-
rithm based on the Dogleg method, which uses all the points
of the point cloud measurement, transformed to Cartesian
coordinates, to compute the parameters of the ellipse, which
have been bounded according to the parameters of our
synthetic dataset. The residuals have been computed using
the analytical equation of the ellipse in Cartesian coordinates.
The second baseline detector is a clustering Random sam-
ple consensus (RANSAC) algorithm that uses three points of
the point cloud measurement to generate a candidate using
the aforementioned LS. Then, it determines if the candidate
is a good fit or a new one needs to be generated by using
the distance between the candidate ellipse and the rest of
the points of the measurement. Finally, a refined ellipse is
computed with the inlier points.
TABLE V
LOSS FUNCTION VALUE ON THE DATASET.
Data Least Squares RANSAC Ours VGG-Net
Training 0.34359 0.37042 0.01285
Validation 0.34375 0.37009 0.01407
Test 0.34349 0.37044 0.01408
We first can extract from Table V that the LS detector has
better accuracy than the RANSAC one. This is due to the
fact that our dataset includes noisy measurements, but not
outliers, where RANSAC outperforms LS.
Secondly, our proposed ellipse detector has an accuracy
of around 25 times better than the best of the baseline
detectors (i.e. LS). We believe that this is due to the fact
that the LS (and RANSAC) is using the point cloud to
compute the parameters of an ellipse, without adding any
extra information about the sensor into the algorithm, while
our detector also is implicitly learning how the LIDAR sensor
acquires the measurements, using this knowledge to compute
a more accurate ellipse. Looking at Fig. 7, it can be agreed
that all the ellipses generated are properly fitting the given
point cloud, but only the ellipses generated by our proposed
detector are compatible too with the sensor acquisition (i.e.
there would be more points in the measurement if the ellipses
proposed by the LS and RANSAC would be the actual one).
D. Simulation results
We use the aforementioned CoppeliaSim simulator to
carry out two different sets of experiments to quantitatively
and qualitatively evaluate the accuracy and performance of
the proposed situation awareness system.
(a) Example 1. (b) Example 2. (c) Example 3. (d) Example 4.
Fig. 7. Comparison of ellipse detection between our proposed CNN architecture (green fill), ground truth (red fill), LS (blue dash-dotted edge), and
RANSAC (blue dotted edge). The gray dots represent the point cloud measurement. Best viewed in color.
The first set of experiments consists of placing one single
elliptical cylindrical moving object inside the range of the
LIDAR. The values of the pose and radii of the ellipse
provided by the simulator are used as the ground truth. We
use the following baseline situation: an elliptical cylinder
with rx = 0.35 m., rx/ry = 2, ψ = 45◦, following a
circular trajectory in front of the LIDAR (trajectory 1). We
modify one by one, the parameters that define this baseline
situation to deeply analyze the accuracy and performance of
the proposed system. The quantitative evaluation is carried
out by using the following two indicators: mean squared error
(MSE), in m2 and in deg2 (for ψ); and the maximum absolute
error (MaAE), in m and in deg (for ψ).
Table VI presents the results of the simulation when
changing the angle ψ.
TABLE VI
SET OF EXPERIMENTS WHERE THE ANGLE IS CHANGED.
rx ry tx ty ψ
Angle MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE
0◦ 0.0013 0.1281 1.4403e-04 0.0404 0.0014 0.1372 3.4209e-04 0.0549 11.3785 19.0814
30◦ 6.8667e-04 0.1124 1.8435e-04 0.0371 6.7569e-04 0.0782 5.3434e-04 0.0639 12.6173 8.6418
−30◦ 6.4019e-04 0.0914 1.4418e-04 0.0388 6.3202e-04 0.0776 4.9114e-04 0.0484 11.0509 9.7839
45◦ 2.7868e-04 0.0488 1.8034e-04 0.0343 3.3412e-04 0.0647 4.7924e-04 0.0443 8.0020 9.0519
−45◦ 3.1640e-04 0.0910 2.1245e-04 0.0365 3.9307e-04 0.0808 5.3060e-04 0.0482 10.1390 10.3137
60◦ 1.3598e-04 0.0552 2.0517e-04 0.0399 2.2522e-04 0.0552 4.9468e-04 0.0408 8.4616 10.4655
−60◦ 1.3829e-04 0.0517 1.8364e-04 0.0380 2.8324e-04 0.0549 4.6909e-04 0.0444 8.5898 9.3156
±90◦ 1.0550e-04 0.0350 2.1527e-04 0.0486 1.7801e-04 0.0385 5.3101e-04 0.0458 987.2600 89.8826
Table VII presents the results of the simulation when
changing the major radius rx.
TABLE VII
SET OF EXPERIMENTS WHERE THE MAJOR RADIUS IS CHANGED.
rx ry tx ty ψ
rx MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE
0.1 m 2.7538e-04 0.0718 2.7598e-04 0.0430 5.4090e-04 0.0691 3.2995e-04 0.0425 271.9011 50.5280
0.2 m 2.4007e-04 0.0795 1.4158e-04 0.0388 3.7681e-04 0.0689 4.0013e-04 0.0387 25.1857 19.4990
0.3 m 2.0730e-04 0.0446 1.9387e-04 0.0481 3.2370e-04 0.0666 4.8198e-04 0.0428 10.7164 11.9074
0.35 m 2.7868e-04 0.0488 1.8034e-04 0.0343 3.3412e-04 0.0647 4.7924e-04 0.0443 8.0020 9.0519
0.4 m 3.6936e-04 0.0715 2.1963e-04 0.0520 4.1325e-04 0.0700 5.3854e-04 0.0479 7.1554 8.2359
0.5 m 6.3557e-04 0.0749 3.9815e-04 0.0598 7.1862e-04 0.0770 6.5887e-04 0.0587 6.7921 8.2385
Table VIII presents the results of the simulation when
changing the radii relationship rx/ry .
TABLE VIII
SET OF EXPERIMENTS WHERE THE RADII RELATIONSHIP IS CHANGED.
rx ry tx ty ψ
rx/ry MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE
1 4.1598e-04 0.0612 2.5299e-04 0.0515 3.7889e-04 0.0491 4.1892e-04 0.0500 4.0128e+03 134.2301
2 2.7868e-04 0.0488 1.8034e-04 0.0343 3.3412e-04 0.0647 4.7924e-04 0.0443 8.0020 9.0519
3 3.3721e-04 0.0534 1.8274e-04 0.0463 3.4662e-04 0.0608 5.3771e-04 0.0452 5.7994 8.0498
4 3.1170e-04 0.0666 1.7837e-04 0.0484 3.8516e-04 0.0780 5.2775e-04 0.0471 4.7916 7.0188
5 2.7925e-04 0.0635 1.8321e-04 0.0338 3.3470e-04 0.0511 5.2124e-04 0.0491 4.2823 5.6857
Table IX presents the results of the simulation when
changing the trajectory of the ellipse to the right-side of the
robot (trajectory 2) or the left-side (trajectory 3).
TABLE IX
SET OF EXPERIMENTS WHERE THE TRAJECTORY IS CHANGED.
rx ry tx ty ψ
Trajectory MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE MSE MaAE
1 2.7868e-04 0.0488 1.8034e-04 0.0343 3.3412e-04 0.0647 4.7924e-04 0.0443 8.0020 9.0519
2 3.7685e-04 0.0657 1.9319e-04 0.0418 4.5475e-04 0.0485 5.2950e-04 0.0648 12.1150 9.4462
3 2.6057e-04 0.0665 1.9313e-04 0.0386 2.0410e-04 0.0372 4.3469e-04 0.0573 9.3525 7.9145
We can conclude after analyzing this first set of exper-
iments that, in general, our proposed system is able to
estimate both radius with an MSE lower than 7.0 · 10−4
m2 and a MaAE lower than 0.09 m. Similarly, the position
is estimated with an MSE lower than 7.0 · 10−4 m2 and a
MaAE lower than 0.08 m. The angle, ψ, is computed with
an MSE lower than 12 deg2 and a MaAE lower than 11 deg.
As expected (see Table VI), when the ellipses have a
relative angle (i.e. with respect to the sensor) of 0◦, our
solution has difficulties to estimate the rx and tx, since these
parameters become difficult to observe, as well as computing
the angle. When the relative angle is ±90◦, our detector
has a large error in the estimation of the angle, due to
the singularity on the angle representation. Improving this
remains as future work.
From Table VII, we can conclude that the smaller the
ellipse is, the lower the accuracy on the angle estimation
is. This expected result is due to the increasing number of
points on the measurement (i.e. used information) when the
ellipse is larger.
It is also straightforward to conclude from Table VIII, that
the larger the radii relationship is, the more accurate is the
ellipse angle estimation. This estimation degenerates in the
case of a circle (i.e. relationship equals 1), being unable to
observe it.
In the second set of experiments, we randomly place
multiple static and dynamic elliptical cylindrical objects in
the simulated environment presented in Fig. 6. We use this
simulation to qualitatively evaluate the performance of our
proposed situation awareness system.
The whole experiment can be visualized in https://
youtu.be/Xy1HbmlMJ04. Fig. 8 displays some screen-
shots of the experiment. The static objects are represented
with red-colored ellipses and the moving objects with blue
ones. The estimated ellipses calculated by our proposed
situation awareness system are displayed in green. As can be
seen, the estimated ellipses are practically overlapped with
the ground truth objects. The proposed situation awareness
system is capable of effectively build and maintain a se-
mantic map, adding and removing objects when occlusions
occur.
E. Experimental results
We qualitatively evaluate the robustness of our proposed
situation awareness system when facing a real environment
where the objects do not have an exact elliptical shape,
as described in Sect. VI-B. The whole experiment can be
visualized in https://youtu.be/EpM7VclnmIk. The
reader should put attention, as detailed in Fig. 9, to the
measurement of the LIDAR (gray dots), being able to easily
perceive the non-elliptical shape of the persons containing
the two arms and the body.
As can be concluded from the experiment, the proposed
situation awareness system is capable of handling a real
environment with dynamic non-elliptical objects, as well as
the previously mentioned occlusions. The reader must note
that in some time instants, the persons are represented with
two or three ellipses instead of with only one, due to the
fact that the arms and the body are calculated as indepen-
dent shapes. Nevertheless, the proposed situation awareness
system handles properly this change of representation by
adding and deleting elements to the semantic map. The whole
system was running in real-time.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a semantic situation
awareness system for multirotor aerial robots, based on 2D
LIDAR measurements, as the continuation of our previous
work [8]. Assuming to have a precise robot localization, we
generate in real-time a semantic map of the environment
that consists of a list of ellipses, represented by their radii,
their pose, and their velocity, both in world coordinates.
Two different CNN architectures have been proposed and
trained using an artificially generated dataset and a custom
loss function, to detect ellipses in a segmented 2D LIDAR
measurement. In cascade, an indirect-EKF estimates the
ellipses based semantic map in world coordinates, including
an estimate of their velocities.
We have carried out a thoroughful evaluation of our
proposed semantic situation awareness system considering
three different aspects: accuracy, performance, and robust-
ness. First, we compared our detector with other ellipse
fitting algorithms. Second, two sets of SITL simulations
using CoppeliaSim produced both quantitative and qualita-
tive evaluations that support our proposed algorithm. Lastly,
real laboratory experiments with real non-cylindrical static
objects (i.e. a barrel) and two moving persons, demonstrated
the robustness of our proposed algorithm handling such real
situations.
Our roadmap plan includes the addition of other geometric
shapes more than ellipses (e.g. rectangles and lines) to enrich
the representation of the environment. We also need to
increase the performance of our algorithm handling occlu-
sions. Finally, our long-term plans include the use of neural
network techniques for one step object detectors (instead of
running the object detector once per segmented object).
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